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Abstract 
Lu, X., Claws contained in all n-tournaments, Discrete Mathematics 119 (1993) 107-l 11. 
We prove that any claw of order n with degree d<in is n-unavoidable, which means that any 
tournament of order n contains it as a subdigraph. A simple corollary is that any tournament has 
a directed Hamiltonian path. 
1. Introduction 
A directed path has its initial vertex as the root. A claw is a directed graph obtained 
by identifying the roots of several vertex-disjoint directed paths. The new identified 
vertex is the root of the claw. The degree of a claw is the out-degree of the root. 
Let T be any tournament of order n. A well-known result is that T must contain 
a Hamiltonian directed path P, i.e., a claw of order n with degree 1, as a subdigraph. 
We say that P is n-unavoidable, meaning that every n-tournament must contain it as 
a subdigraph. To extend this result, a natural question is: what other claws of order 
n are n-unavoidable? Saks and Sos [7] conjectured that any claw of order n having 
degree d <n/2 is n-unavoidable. If this conjecture had been true, it would have been 
best possible, since there exist tournaments of order n with maximum out-degree 
d d n/2, thus any claw with degree d > n/2 is not n-unavoidable. However, this conjec- 
ture is shown to be false in [S]. On the other hand, it is proved in [S] that any claw 
with degree d d n/4 is n-unavoidable. Let 
f= sup { c I any claw with degree d < cn is n-unavoidable}. 
The above results show that 1/2>f> l/4. In this paper we show that f>3/8. The 
determination of the exact value of fremains open. 
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2. Main results 
Let C be a claw of order n with degree k and root x. Thus, we have directed 
paths P1, P,, . . . ,Pk all rooted at x, with Pi of length Ii, 1 bib k, and (we may 
assume) I,>IZ>...31k>1. Note that 1,+/2+...+Ik=n-l, i.e., L=(11,12,...rlk) 
is a partition of n- 1. In this way, we can identify the claw C with L. Therefore, we 
can order all claws of order n by the majorization order of the partitions of 
n- 1, i.e, 
L=(I1, . ..) Ik) 3 M=(m,, . ..) m,), 
if 
for all j 3 1. Saks and S6s [7] observed the following useful result. 
Lemma 2.1. If tournament T contains M as a subdigraph, then it contains L as 
a subdigraph as long as L> M. 
Let A(T) be the arc set of T and V= V(T) be its vertex set. For A, Bc I/ and 
AnB =0, define [A, B] to be the set of arcs of T directed from A to B, i.e., 
[A,B]=((u,~)EA(T)IuEA and DEB). 
For XE V, let N G (x) and N r (x) denote the sets of out-neighbours and in-neighbours 
of x in T, respectively, i.e., 
N;(x)={YIYEK VA(T)) 
and 
Let dG(x)=lNG(x)I and d,(x)=IN;(x)l. We prove the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Let T be a tournament of order n, x any vertex of T with maximum 
out-degree in T, and A = N G (x), B = N ; (x). Then there exist partitions 
A=A1uA2uA3 
and 
B=B1uB2uC 
such that 
(a) T contains perfect matchings of Al and B1, A, and B2, and B1 and C, using arcs 
from [A,,B,], [A,,B,] and [B,,C], respectively, and 
(b) I Al u AZ1 =7(G), the vertex cover number of the bipartite graph 
G=(A,B; [A,B]). 
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Proof. We induct on n, the base case being trivial. Suppose T has order n > 1. Choose 
WEB with ) [y, A] 1 minimum and let T’ = T-y. Then x is certainly a vertex of T’ with 
maximum out-degree. By induction hypothesis, there exist partitions 
A=A;uA;uA; and B-{Y}=B~uB;uC 
satisfying the above requirements. If ( y, t)~ A( T) for all TV A; u A j, let z be a vertex of 
B having maximum out-degree in the subtournament T, obtained by restricting T to 
B. Then IT,131B’iuC’l+1, so 
d~~(z)3(lT,I-~)/2~lB’,I=lC’I=I~;I. 
Thus, 
a contradiction. It follows that there exists UEA; u A; such that uyeA( T). 
(1) If UEA;, then 
A1=A;, A,=A;u{u}, A,=A;-{u} 
and 
B,=B;, &=B;u{Y), C=C’ 
satisfy (a) and (b). 
(2) We may therefore assume that (y, ~)EA( T) for all to A;, and UEA;. If 
r(G)=r(G’), where G’=(A,B-{y}; [A,B-{y}]), let UEB; be matched with U. If 
U~VE A( T), then 
A,=A;u{u}, A,=A;-{uj, A,=A;, 
B,=B;u(u}, B,=B;-{u}, C=C’u{y> 
are the desired partitions. If yu~A( T), then by exchanging the roles of y and u 
in the above partitions, we obtain the desired positions. So suppose r(G) = t( G’) + 1, 
and say 
A;uA;={ul,...,u,}, B;uB;={v, . ..u.} 
with UiUiFA(T), Ididr. Then M={UiUi( 1 <‘idr) is not a maximum matching of G, so 
there exists an augmenting path from some vertex WEA; to y, say wui ui uzu2 . . . ukuky. Let 
A*=A;uA;u{w} 
and 
B*=B;uB;u{y}. 
Then A* and B* can be matched by arcs from [A *, B*], via some matching A4 *. Now 
let 
C=C’, B1 =B;, BZ=B*-BI, A,=A;--(w} 
and let Al and A2 be the subsets of A* matched with B1 and B2 under M *, 
respectively. It is easy to see that they satisfy (a) and (b). This completes the proof. 0 
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3. Consequences of Theorem 2.2 
In this section, we deduce some consequences of Theorem 2.2. A trivial result is that 
f> l/3, where f is defined in Section I. Let 
A=AiuA2UA, 
and 
B=B,uBzuC 
be the partitions given by Theorem 2.2. If IA, 1 =a, IA2 I =b and IA, 1 =c, then 
a+b+c3(n-1)/2 
and 
3a+2b+c=n- 1. 
This implies that a d c and 2a + b < (n - 1)/2. Set 
GV-k-k 
L=(3, . ..) 3, 2 )...) 2, l)...) l), 
rm n-l-3r(n-l);41 
K=(3,...,3, 1C) 
and 
y-~1;‘4~ t(n-i-3rbpi)/4ib2j 
r , 
M=(3, . . . ,3, 2,2,...,2, X), 
where 
x= 
i 
0 if n-1-3r(n-l)/41 is even, 
1 otherwise. 
When x = 0, we ignore this term. We have K, M > L, so K and M are n-unavoidable by 
Lemma 2.1. From this we deduce the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Any claw with degree d <( 3/8)n is n-unavoidable. In other words,f > 318. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we list a simple fact. 
Lemma 3.2. Let a, b and c be dejned as above, then b> 1. Therefore, a <(n-3)/4 d 
[(n- 1)/41- 1. 
Proof. It is enough to show that 5(G)> 1 B1/2, and this is proved in [ 51 
([ 5, Lemma 21). We leave it as a simple exercise for the reader. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If x =O, then every claw D with degree d <$n satisfies that 
D > M. Thus, the result is true in this case. So, we may assume that x = 1, and this can 
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happen only for n having forms n = 8k, n = 8k + 3, n = 8k + 5 or n = 8k + 6. In this case, 
there is only one claw D with degree d < in that violates D B M, namely, 
r+1)/41-1 
I 
A 
\ 
D= (3,3 ,..., 3, 2,2 ,..., 2). 
But then, we have that Da L since abr(n- 1)/41- 1 by Lemma 3.2. Therefore, this 
special D is also n-unavoidable, by Lemma 2.1. Thus, Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
Finally, we mention once again that the determination of the exact value of 
f remains open. 
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